This hybrid symposium showcases project results from the Writing for Success grant. Educators, writers, scholars, and students are invited to participate in presentations about implementing an author study in 5th grade classrooms, creative writing and podcasting workshops for students, and digital humanities connections to teaching literacy.

During the symposium, the Flannery O’Connor Institute for the Humanities will release the newly crafted unit of study featuring the texts about Flannery O’Connor for middle grades readers.

This unit is aligned with Georgia Standards for Excellence for fifth grade English Language Arts and is open-source and free to use.

Writers attending include Mary Carpenter, Kerry James Evans, Acree Graham Macam, Natalie Nelson, Kerry Beth Neville, and Sandra Worsham. Speakers also include local educators Angela Adside and LaShonda Hurst and Writing for Success student mentors.

TO REGISTER, VISIT GCSU.EDU/OCONNORINSTITUTE OR SCAN QR CODE

Schedule will be available to registered attendees on May 1.